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AllMusic Review by Mark Deming 

In his song "Nashville 1972," Rodney Crowell looks back on his early days in the music 
business, meeting heroes and legends such as Willie Nelson, Tom T. Hall, and Harland 
Howard, and occasionally making a fool of himself, as men in their early twenties are 
likely to do. That song closes out Crowell's 2017 album Close Ties, and it's a fitting 
footnote to an album by an artist who, in his own way, is as much of a hero as any of the 
artists he cites in the song 45 years later. Crowell certainly sounds like a seasoned 
veteran on these ten songs -- Close Ties is full of stories of a life lived richly, if often 
recklessly, and though Crowell is still full of energy and has a clear eye, he sings with the 
voice of experience and knows which choices were good and which were unfortunate. 
Dominated by acoustic arrangements, Close Ties is emotionally intimate and frequently 
confessional, as Crowell sings about broken hearts ("Life Without Susanna," "Reckless," 
"Forgive Me Annabelle") and lives out of balance ("I Don't Care Anymore," "Storm 
Warning") with honesty and a welcome lack of self-pity. Close Ties is a set of stories of a 
roaring boy, sung from the perspective of the older and wiser man he would become, 
and Crowell's voice is in fine shape, giving his stories flesh and form with the talent 
you'd expect from one of the best singers and songwriters of his generation. Producers 
Jordan Lehning and Kim Buie give these sessions a feel that's open but clearly focused, 
and there's a sharp sense of purpose to this material that's mature but full of life. Close 
Ties shows that it's possible to be an experienced professional and still make music 
that's emotionally urgent and immediate; it's also a reminder that Rodney Crowell was 
and remains a talent to be reckoned with, and this album shows he's a long, long way 
from used up. 

______________________________________________ 

 

EP Review – Lindi Ortega’s “Til The Goin’ Gets 
Gone” 
by Kyle "Trigger" Coroneos, savingcountrymusic.com  

 

Lindi Ortega is no stranger to the dark regions of the mind, or the mortality that hangs over all 
of us like an ever-present nightmare, just waiting to swoop down and become our fateful 
reality. As a student of the folk rituals surrounding Día de Muertos through her half-Mexican 
heritage, her funeral veil, her ghostly pale skin contrasting with the ravenesque waterfall of 
black curls, it all seems to infer Lindi’s flirtatious notions with the fragility of life. No wonder 
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Lindi finds herself resigned to constantly evaluating her own fate as the crawl of time creates 
more obstacles than opportunities to fulfilling one’s purpose on this moral coil. 

 

Over the last few years, the music of Lindi Ortega has shifted from stories of the recklessness of 
youth and a wondrous fascination with death, to themes on the realities of life where career 
pressures and one’s own age hound you incessantly, and can feel like ticking time bombs. Lindi 
Ortega is very much a refugee of the wrongful path that country music and Nashville have 
made recently, relegating women to second-class citizens and leaving so few slots for 
sustainable success. 

 

Songs like the title track to her 2013 album Tin Star, and a few of the selections on 2015’s 
Faded Gloryville found Lindi lamenting the fact that benchmarks of ascendancy had alluded her, 
even if she had seen what looked on the surface as significant acceptance in Americana, and by 
the Canadian Country Music Awards in her home country. Though nice accolades, and even 
significant in moments, these things never resulted in the upgrades from renter to owner, or 
from critical-darling to commercial prosperity in Lindi Ortega’s career. And so she’s decided to 
go back home, and pondered nearly quitting the music business altogether. 

 

There is a reason most EP’s get relegated to the “also-ran” section of an artist’s biography. They’re 
usually half efforts, stop gaps, primers, or collection places for oddball tracks left off the tail end of other 
projects. Though some artists get enchanted with the notion of more short-form releases for their 
creative output, EP’s are hindered from the very start from finding the proper attention their music may 
deserve.  

 

But with Lindi Ortega’s Til The Goin’ Gets Gone, the idea to go EP is just about perfect. Go 
longer, and the mood that Lindi captures for the time and places she’s in at the moment would 
have risk getting diluted. Wait for the next project to come along and put these songs on it, and 
perhaps the emotional potions that inspired these compositions and performances would not 
be as potent. Til The Goin’ Gets Gone is like an exhalation from Ortega’s time in Nashville, and 
an honest take about the dark head space she found herself in when she nearly decided to walk 
away from it all. 

 

We probably don’t need yet another cover of Townes Van Zandt’s “Waitin’ ‘Round To Die.” I 
remember having that discussion around Whitey Morgan’s last album. Nonetheless, it fits here, 
and Lindi’s performance begs the track to be heard, and in collaboration with this EP’s other 
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tracks. If there is an oddball here, maybe it’s “What A Girl’s Gotta Do,” though between the 
lines Lindi seems to be shaming the scenario that finds so many young women having to 
compromise themselves to make it in the modern world, almost as a way to highlight how she 
never decided to take the easy road with her music, and paid the price. 

Both these tracks are very nice, but it’s the title track, and “Final Bow” that make this EP so 
much more valuable than a comparably-price value meal at Jack in the Box. “Til The Goin’ Gets 
Gone” finds Lindi assuring herself of the path she has chosen, and that sometimes you just have 
to focus on the next step ahead instead of past failures or second-guessing. The real gem is the 
incredibly-heartbreaking and dark “Final Bow,” challenging even the most heart-wrenching 
moments of the Tom Waits canon in the way Lindi makes the piano keys bleed and weep 
behind the mourning of Lindi’s ultimate moment of self-doubt. 

 

Many more albums will be released in 2017 that required much more effort to produce than Til 
The Goin’ Gets Gone. It’s is a sparse, four song affair recorded in parts in a bathroom and 
rushed to market to coincide with Ortega’s exit back to Canada. But it also does what every 
great piece of art requires—whether it’s a photo, sculpture, painting, film, or audio recording. It 
captures the bubbling up of an emotion-filled moment that one never wants to forget, even if 
the pain is unbearable, because it reminds one they’re still alive. 

1 3/4 Guns Up (8/10) 
 
 

AllMusic Review by Stephen Thomas Erlewine 
Ever since forming his backing group the Fabulous Superlatives in 2003, Marty Stuart has 
specialized in exploring various paths in country music's past. Way Out West, his 2017 album, 
continues this tradition by taking them and his crew out west to collaborate with Heartbreaker 
Mike Campbell in a fevered Fantasia of cowboys, truck drivers, surfers, and other rebels. The 
brilliant thing about Way Out West is that Stuart doesn't limit himself to either the pile-driving 
sounds of Bakersfield or the burnished country & western sounds of Hollywood cowhands. Each 
of these styles gets its own showcase -- "Air Mail Special" rampages like the best of the 
Buckaroos, "Old Mexico" splits the difference between Johnny Cash and Marty Robbins -- but 
Stuart not only swaps these sounds, he synthesizes them, so Way Out West winds up playing like 
an idealized version of California country. To that end, he even incorporates the big jangle of the 
Byrds -- "Time Don't Wait" rings and swirls like prime 1966 psychedelia, a move that shouldn't 
come as a surprise with Campbell as the album's producer -- and creates a holy ruckus on 
"Quicksand," which plays like Link Wray teaming with a Cosmic American honky tonk band to 
play a dive in Santa Monica, or "Please Don't Say Goodbye," a shimmering desert ballad that 
hints at the lush soundscapes of Lee Hazlewood. For anybody familiar with the rich traditions of 
West Coast country and roots music, it's fun to spot the influences on Way Out West, but this is 
neither an exercise nor a history listen. Stuart and the Fabulous Superlatives are having an 
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outright blast indulging in their imagined wild west, and the end results are so clever and kinetic, 
they're difficult to resist.
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REAL MUSIC PLAYED FOR REAL PEOPLE BY REAL DJS 
March 2017 

 
#1 Rodney Crowell, Close Ties (*PVG, *MGM, *JVB, *GS, *GM, *EW. *BS,*BB) 
2. Marty Stuart & His Fabulos Superlatives,(*RV, *RC, *NW, *JZ,*J, *BS, *BB) 
3. Shinyribs, I Got Your Medicine,(SD, *RC, *OO, *MGM, *BP) 
4. Son Volt, Waves of Blue, (*PK, *NW, *JZ, *JM, *GM) 
5. David Olney, Don’t Try to Fight, (*RV, *OO, *JM, *BP) 
6.Chuck Prophet, Fuller Died For Your Sins, (RC, *PVG, *JM, *GM, *DF, *PB) 
7. Sunny Sweeney, Trophy,(*PP. *GM, *EW,*BS) 
8. Nikki Lane, Highway Queen, (*ST, *JZ,*GM) 
9.Tim O’Brien, Where the River Meets the Road,( *SDLM. *RV,*PVG,*JVB) 
10.Tim Grimm, A Stranger in this Time,(*PVG, *JW, *JVB) 
11.Malcolm Holcombe, Pretty little Things. (*RV, *JVD, *JM, *JF) 
12.Kenny White, Long List of Priors, (*PH) 
13.Casey James, Prestwod and the Burning Angels Born too Late,(*GS, *ABA) 
14.Drew Holcomb, and the Neighbors,(*OAM, *MF) 
15.Truckstop Honneymoon, Big things & little Places,(*NM, *ATC) 
16.Rhiannon Giddens, Freedom Highway,(*RV, *PVG, *J) 
17.Valerie June, The Order of Time, (*RC, *DF) 
18.Briggitte DeMeyer & Will Kimbrough, Mocking Bird, (*PK, *MP) 
19. Bap Kennedy, Reckless Hart,( *PP, *BB) 
20.Son of the Velvet Rat, Dorado, Fluff & Gravy,(*PH) 
 
 
 

 
      


